Abstract Trust has been shown to be a key factor for technology adoption by users, that is, users prefer to use applications they trust. While existing literature on trust originating in computer science mostly revolves around aspects of information security, authentication, etc., research on trust in automation-originating from behavioral sciences-almost exclusively focuses on the sociotechnical context in which applications are embedded. The behavioral theory of trust in automation aims at explaining the formation of trust, helping to identify countermeasures for users' uncertainties that lead to lessened trust in an application. We hence propose an approach to augment the system development process of ubiquitous systems with insights into behavioral trust theory. Our approach enables developers to derive design elements that help foster trust in their application by performing four key activities: identifying users' uncertainties, linking them to trust antecedents from theory, deducting functional requirements and finally designing trust-supporting design elements (TSDEs). Evaluating user feedback on two recommender system prototypes, gathered in a study with over 160 participants, we show that by following our process, we were able to derive four TSDEs that helped to significantly increase the users' trust in the system.
Introduction
Current research conducted in the disciplines of computer science and in the behavioral sciences has recognized trust as a factor of major importance in system design. The understanding of the trust concept itself, the formation of trust and insights into how to foster trust vary between and even within the disciplines though. In computer science, most of the research on trust focuses on aspects like information security, authentication and access controlspecifically on how to model trust and define cooperative strategies in distributed systems based on this understanding [1] -and only little research effort is spent on developing an understanding of trust in human-computer interaction [2, 3] . In the behavioral sciences, the focus in trust research is on understanding trust in social situations, with extant works on trust in automation [4, 5] aiming to explain the trust relationship of a user with technology. One of the major factors in behavioral science is to work with the users' perception of a system in order to understand why they trust or distrust a system and what can be done to foster their trust.
Developing novel ubiquitous applications presents a major challenge when using traditional system development processes, as those systems are not isolated, but used in a social and organizational context and are thus subject to user needs and perceptions in this context [6] . Research on technology acceptance suggests that in order to create successful applications, these needs and perceptions have to be addressed, with trust as a key determinant of technology adoption and usage [4, 7] . This is why improving system security alone is not sufficient to raise user acceptance. In order to affect the users' perception of the system's trustworthiness, trust-supporting measures also have to be brought to the user's attention-for example, by adding a graphical element like a padlock icon into the address bar of the web browser.
To improve trust in-and consequently foster usage of-ubiquitous applications, we present an approach to augment the traditional software development process with insights into behavioral sciences in order to create trusted ubiquitous applications. The approach is designed to specifically cope with user perception in the form of requirements and design elements and is hence related to human computer interaction (HCI) research. Our approach is designed to be usable for system developers alongside software development process models that follow a rigid structure (e.g., V-Model XT) as well as agile development processes (e.g., SCRUM). Consequently, the resulting functional requirements and tangible designs for trustsupporting design elements can be used in conjunction with approaches covering traditional trust aspects in computer science, like secure communications, authentication, etc.; developers are also able to conduct the steps of our approach ex-post, that is, our approach can be used to improve existing ubiquitous systems.
In the following sections, we briefly outline the different perspective of trust in behavioral research concerning technology acceptance compared to computer science research. Building on the research on trust in automation, we then present a process for employing the underlying trust theory as a way to define requirements and derive design elements during system development. We applied this approach to DinnerNow, a ubiquitous recommender system for finding the best restaurant for a spontaneous visit. In an evaluation with over 160 participants, we were able to show that the design elements we derived using our process significantly increased the subjects' trust in the application.
The different perspective on trust from behavioral sciences
In current literature on trust in computer science, the topic of trust appears in many different and rather diverse areas. Artz and Gil [1] made an attempt to classify the research on trust in computer science, showing that the understanding of trust and trust research in computer science revolves around topics like information security, access control and reliability in networks and distributed systems as well as trust in game theory or agent systems and finally trust in the decision-making process. The underlying concepts differ concerning the definitions, methods and tools. When considering the state of trust research in computer science, two things are especially noteworthy: Firstly, there are currently very few publications, for example, [8] , covering software engineering methods to improve trust, that is, there are few rigorous methods to follow for improving trust. Secondly, while research on dependable and secure computing [9] already includes system ''attributes'' for trusted computing, HCI research-as a bridge between computer science and the behavioral sciences-hints at the importance of human perception and special design elements to foster trust. Sillence et al. [10] found that the look and feel of a website influences the users' judgment whether or not the site was trustworthy, and Stephens [2] proposes concrete design elements to foster trust on websites.
The understanding of trust in the behavioral sciences faces similar problems to those found in computer science, as there also is no consensus on the definition of trust. Nevertheless, Rousseau et al. [11] note that many definitions have a common core based on positive expectations and vulnerability. While early research on trust in behavioral sciences often focused on trust relationships between people or organizations-especially in the management community (e.g., [12, 13] )-researchers within the IS and HCI community began studying trust relationships between people and technology (e.g., [4, 14] ). Regarding the development of ubiquitous systems, the work on trust in automation by Lee and See [4] is the most promising theory, as they define automation as ''technology that actively selects data, transforms information, makes decisions or controls processes.'' This definition is easily applicable to ubiquitous systems, since these systems in most cases will conduct several of the listed actions to fulfill their purpose and support their user. Consequently, we adapt the understanding of trust in automation by Lee and See [4] and define trust as the belief ''that an agent will help achieve an individual's goal in a situation characterized by uncertainty and vulnerability.'' Following this definition, the ubiquitous system is the agent and the ubiquitous system's user is the individual. The bulk of behavioral literature interprets this trust as a multi-dimensional latent construct [15] , which is formed by multiple antecedents representing factors for fostering trust.
Research on trust in automation shares this view of trust and identifies multiple antecedents leading to user's trust in an automated system, classified into one of three ''summary dimensions'': performance, process and purpose [4] . Antecedents in the performance dimension reflect the user's assessment of the capability of the system in helping him to achieve his goals, those in the process dimension reflect the user's perception regarding the system's functionality and the degree to which the system's algorithms are chosen and implemented appropriately, and finally, the antecedents in the purpose dimension are indicative of the user's assumptions of the system designer's intention when developing the system [4, 16 ].
An exemplary model, incorporating a selection of antecedents of trust in automation, is shown in Fig. 1 . Four antecedents are classified in the performance dimension: Competence reflects the user's rating of the overall suitability of the system to solve his problem. Information accuracy stands for the user's assessment of how precise the information given by the system is. Reliability over time gauges the user's assessment how reliable the system will be in the future. Responsibility represents the opinion whether the IT artifact has all the functionality needed to achieve the user's goal.
Another four antecedents are classified as belonging to the process dimension: Dependability is the user's perception whether the system's reactions are consistent and reliable. Understandability indicates the user's ability to grasp the functionality of the system. Control stands for the user's impression of being in control of the system. Predictability represents the user's assumptions whether the system's behavior can be anticipated.
Finally, three antecedents are classified in the purpose dimension: Motives measure the issue of whether the user thinks that the developers truthfully communicated the system's intended use. Benevolence of designers is the indicator of the user's assessment if the developers have the users' interests in mind. Faith stands for the user's belief that he can rely on the system in the future.
Next to the very prominent theoretical model by Lee and See [4] , a number of publications offer additional insights into trust formation in technical systems. Approaching the trust relationship between users and a technical system from various points of view, those theories propose various additional antecedents that play a role in fostering trust. Collections of possible antecedents, including a definition of the antecedents and/or references to the original theories, are presented in [4, 16, 17] . The following table shows an excerpt from those collections.
The antecedents in trust in automation theory are comparable to what is called a system attribute in the taxonomy by Avizienis et al. [9] . Even though they revolve around similar concepts, three aspects distinguish them. First, the point of view is reversed: Avizienis et al. consider system attributes to be system characteristics, which are fixed in software and therefore can be determined precisely, while trust in automation regards the antecedents as the users' perception-which depends on the individual user and can be biased or flawed. Second, even though both works share common names, the meaning is often different, for example, defined Avizienis et al. [9] dependability as an integrating concept that encompasses system attributes like availability and reliability, while Lee and See [4] consider it an antecedent covering the users' perception whether the system's reactions are consistent and reliable. Third, the taxonomy of dependable computing is considering six system attributes, covering the interaction between computer systems, while Lee and See [4] leave the total number of antecedents open. Using the theoretical framing by Lee and See as our foundation and augmenting it with antecedents from related theories, we argue that it is possible to identify software requirements and designs that support the antecedents and hence foster the formation of users' trust. Unlike approaches that attempt to find requirements and designs for the latent construct of ''trust,'' this process helps to systematically establish trust based on theoretical insights into elements that have been shown to affect it.
3 Creating trust-supporting design elements for ubiquitous applications
While the potential of incorporating behavioral trust theory into the system design process has been acknowledged before, only technical flaws and weaknesses in a system's design, implementation or operation are covered by approaches like vulnerability analyses for fostering trust concepts found in computer science [20] . Until now existing research on how to transfer behavioral insights into software requirements and ultimately design elements fostering trust from the behavioristic understanding is limited to a few publications that rather describe the overall idea than present a concrete process [21] [22] [23] .
We propose a process consisting of four steps that enables developers to systematically derive trust-supporting design elements (TSDEs) from theory on trust in automation ( Fig. 2) for their application to render it more trustworthy for the application's users. Our process covers aspects of trust theory as well as requirements engineering and system design, by taking users' uncertainties, pinpointed in the application context with the users' help, as a basis to identify antecedents from behavioral trust theory as remedial measures that help overcome the uncertainties and hence foster users' trust. These antecedents are then translated into functional requirements, which serve as input for arriving at concrete TSDEs in the final step.
While the process is intended to deliver tangible TSDEs that can be directly integrated into a system, it is also possible to only perform steps 1-3 and uses the resulting functional requirements as input for a traditional system development process. Decoupling the procedure from the conventional software engineering process has two advantages. First, it does not interfere with different process styles and can be used in projects following a rigid structure like the V-Model XT as well as agile projects, for example, using SCRUM. Second, this standalone process can be used ex-post, that is, it can be applied to an existing system that needs improvement.
Identifying and prioritizing uncertainties
Following the definition of trust by Lee and See [4] , it becomes evident that trust is only relevant in usage situations characterized by uncertainty. Hence, the first step toward developing a more trustworthy system is to develop an understanding of the future system's users' uncertainties. Trust in ubiquitous systems is affected by characteristics such as multiple data sources, data processing by several service providers as well as context awareness and adaption to contexts. Literature on requirements engineering as well as human-computer interaction mentions a plethora of different techniques that can be usedsometimes with a small shift in focus-to systematically determine uncertainties in a systematic manner [6] : A technique widely used for identifying requirements are interviews with future users, which can be easily adapted to also identify uncertainties the users might have. Real-world scenario descriptions can be used to gain insights into interviews, even if only abstract system descriptions are available [24] . Viewpoint-oriented approaches take into account different perspectives on the system usage and allow discovering conflicts that can result in uncertainties [25] . Even ethnographical methods can be used, where the use of a system is observed from the outside in order to understand uncertainties.
In order to be able to decide which of those uncertainties to address first, they are prioritized based on their threat to a successful adoption of the system by the user. To systematically determine an appropriate ranking of uncertainties, established requirements prioritization methods [26] as well as methods from requirements negotiation and collaboration engineering can be used [27] . Resulting in an ordered list of uncertainties to address, a selection can be made to reduce additional development effort, and thus costs.
Identifying remedial antecedents from theory
In the second step, the previously found uncertainties are being matched to antecedents that are identified as remedial for the uncertainties by theory. The aim in doing so is to determine which antecedents that foster trust are related to the uncertainties and can then be used to systematically derive functional requirements in the next step. Depending on the type of trust relationship affected by the uncertainty, different basic theories for finding antecedents may be used. In the case of trust relationships between humansfor example-regarding assumption about the motives and benevolence of the system developer-an organizational trust model is applicable [12] . For the more prevalent relationship between a user and the system, collections of possible antecedents are presented in [4, 16] . An excerpt from these collections is given in Table 1 . The selection of an antecedent to counter the uncertainty is then based on how well the antecedent's definition in theory matches the uncertainty description. As there may be multiple antecedents applicable for alleviating a single uncertainty, it can also become necessary to decide which of the antecedents to select for the coming steps in the development process. Due to the lack of other research on how to perform this selection, we advise developers to choose as few antecedents as possible-since each antecedent will result in at least one functional requirement to be implemented, thus raising the development effort. Thus, multiple antecedents are only used for uncertainties identified as critical. We also suggest choosing the antecedent that is described as having the highest influence on trust in theory.
Deducting functional requirements
During the third step, concrete requirements that can be used in the system's specification are deducted from the list of antecedents, identified in the previous stage, and the uncertainties the antecedents aim at ameliorating. Requirements are classified as either functional, that is, defining system functions, or nonfunctional, that is, defining system properties like response time or availability [6] . The antecedents identified before can be interpreted as a subtype of nonfunctional requirements, so-called underspecified functional requirements [28] . These requirements allow for a wide range of interpretations of what exactly they mean concerning the future system's characteristics, hence they need to be refined into functional requirements [28] . To remove any ambiguity during system design, a number of methods found in the requirements engineering literature can be applied [29] [30] [31] .
When deducting functional requirements, it is also necessary to consider the situational context, for example, the usage situation, in which the antecedent is supposed to counteract the initial uncertainty, since the functionality defined here is used in the same context. A compilation of a reusable set of antecedent-to-requirement translationsanalogous to software requirement patterns [32] or patterns of interaction [33] -helps to both reduces the effort needed in this step of the process and at the same time improves the quality of the functional requirements derived. It is important to note that antecedents can also be influenced by trust-supporting measures that cannot be defined as functional requirements-and hence not result in software design elements. An excellent example for this is expertise, the user's opinion whether the developers have the means to create a high-quality application, where prior own experiences, media coverage, gossip, etc., have a great impact [4] .
Deriving trust-supporting design elements
The fourth and final step to incorporate behavioral trust theory into system design is the design of elements that support trust based on the functional requirements gathered in the previous step. Like with all design activity in the system development process, different designs are created and evaluated before making a decision which design best matches the requirements and is feasible for realization [6] . As this is a creative process, and creative processes can only be supported methodologically to a limited extent, deriving trust-supporting design elements requires prior experience in system design [6] . While this step is arguably the most vague in the overall process-like in every system development process-existing insights and conclusions from computer science and human-computer interaction can be incorporated into the design.
In today's literature on trust in computer science, many different aspects of trust are described and hence are available for consideration when deriving TSDEs for a certain functional requirement. Current research in computer science, or more precisely dependable computing and information security, presents many potential technical components that can be used to realize TSDEs, for example, measures to ensure information security, establish access control and improve reliability in networks and distributed systems [1] . However, those solutions do not alter the user's perception unless they are ''advertised,'' for example, in the system description or by adding a graphical element-like a padlock icon-to the user interface.
The final result of our process is a design of concrete trust-supporting elements for an application that are noticeable for the user. These design elements can then be implemented and integrated into the application to help increase the users' trust in it.
Incorporating trust-supporting design elements-the case of DinnerNow
In order to illustrate the suitability of our proposed process, show its application in practice and evaluate its results, we present the case of a ubiquitous application, the contextaware restaurant recommender system ''DinnerNow.'' In the following section, we describe a naïvely designed version of DinnerNow that does not contain explicitly designed components to improve the user's trust. Subsequently, we describe how our proposed process is applied to derive trust-supporting design elements and create a trustworthier version of DinnerNow. For the sake of clarity, we will presume that all the research found in computer science applicable to recommender systems-most importantly policy-based trust and reputation-based trust models-have already been taken into account, and the system is hence secured against malicious attempts to tamper with its functionality. Hence, we focus only on those aspects of trust related to the end user's perception of DinnerNow as a whole. We will refer to the initial naïve version as DinnerNow LT (for ''low trust'') and to the version enhanced with TSDEs as DinnerNow HT (for ''high trust'') for easier understanding.
The original DinnerNow application
The application's main goal is to support the decision making when two or more people spontaneously decide to have lunch or dinner together in an unfamiliar environment. DinnerNow allows the user to freely select the filter criteria for the recommender system. In the naïve approach-that is, without factoring in the support of trust-the user may choose whether to use personal preferences like the ethnicity of the cuisine, the restaurant's ambiance and previous personal experiences. He may also want to include ratings from internet-based rating portals like qype.com or google.com. Additionally, DinnerNow automatically takes the users current location into account when generating the recommendation. Since both past interaction-in form of the user's or company's previous experiences-and profile attribute information-like preferred type of cuisine-are taken into account, DinnerNow is an example for a hybrid recommender system combining collaborative filtering (historical interaction) and contentbased filtering (profile attributes) [34] .
After selecting the input criteria and requesting a recommendation, the user is presented with a screen showing him the best option based on the input for the current location. Included into this screen are some details about the restaurant as well as functions to call the restaurant (e.g., for a reservation), to open a navigation window to the restaurant and the option to see the next best choice found by the recommender system. Should the user be dissatisfied with the recommendations, he can visit the start screen again, change the settings and generate a new set of recommendations. Figure 3 shows the layout for the screen for changing the search options and the result screen giving a recommendation.
Designing a more trustworthy version of DinnerNow
Using the implementation of DinnerNow LT as a recommender system without explicitly taking trust into account, we follow the process for systematically deriving TSDEs laid out above in order to create a more trustworthy version of DinnerNow. The effect of the TSDEs is then evaluated in a study where subjects perform tasks using either DinnerNow LT or the enhanced DinnerNow HT-without being told which version they are using-and afterward answer a questionnaire about their perception of DinnerNow's trustworthiness.
Uncertainties when using DinnerNow LT
The first step in our process is to identify and prioritize the users' uncertainties when using the application that lessen their trust in a system. The ubiquitous application's intended use is to provide a restaurant recommendation based on multiple persons' preferences, rating from the Internet and their current location. Using this description along with the DinnerNow LT prototype as an input, the uncertainties for the scenario were identified using the Thinking Aloud Method with three potential users [35, 36] . All three had an extensive knowledge of mobile, pervasive, ubiquitous technology and come from a technical background. The process helped to identify the following nine distinct uncertainties. Two uncertainties arise when selecting the search options for the recommender system. Users are uncertain whether DinnerNow really has access to the information in the users' profiles on social networking sites and if the selection of preferences really has an influence on the algorithmic determination of a recommendation.
Another two uncertainties are directly associated with the system's core feature, the recommendation. Firstly, users are not certain if DinnerNow finds a recommendation based solely on the selected search options or if other factors play a role too, for example, the suspicion that the application provider manipulates the recommendation due to kickbacks received from certain restaurant owners. Hence, they are unsure about the recommendation's quality. Another concern is whether the opinion of a broad group of internet users giving ratings for restaurants will reflect the user's taste-this is especially true when using the application in a foreign country immersed in a different culture.
Five more uncertainties are associated with the way the recommendations are presented. The question if the information displayed is up-to-date is one of them, as the user has to rely on the restaurant's still being in business and on the fact that the restaurant's quality has not changed. If a user is not happy with a recommendation, he has the option to get the next best suggestion by selecting ''Next,'' or he can completely start over using different search options. The three test users reported that this was very annoying, since they felt that they could influence the interaction process more directly instead of only choosing ''Next'' when they were not satisfied with the first two recommendations. If the user has found a recommendation he is happy with, he has the option to open a navigation window and see an estimate for the time needed to get to the restaurant. Uncertainties in this context are whether his position has been determined correctly, whether the calculated itinerary is the best available and whether the estimates for the distance and time needed to get to the restaurant are accurate.
After having identified those nine uncertainties, their relative importance for the users' was determined in a moderated discussion [37] , using an outranking-based approach [26] . The users agreed that the uncertainty about the quality of the recommendation ranked highest, followed by the uncertainty of not knowing the list of recommendations and the applicability of the opinions voiced by strangers on Internet portals. These three uncertainties were chosen to be alleviated; the complete ranked listing of uncertainties is given in Table 2 .
Identifying relevant antecedents for DinnerNow
In the second step of the process, the relevant antecedents for trust are identified for each of the uncertainties found in the previous step. As described above, this is done best by choosing an existing antecedent from trust theory. Compilations of antecedents and their origin-like those found in [4, 16, 17] -help speed up this process immensely. Using those compilations, the following antecedents were identified as relevant for the three top uncertainties when using DinnerNow. The uncertainty whether DinnerNow really takes the user's input to generate a recommendation is an indicator of the user want to be able to comprehend how the recommender systems works internally in order to arrive at the best restaurant choice. A remedy for this problem is to improve the antecedent of understandability by informing the user about how the recommendation was found.
Wondering that they are limited to choosing ''Next'' or restarting with different search options when they are not satisfied with the recommendation indicates that the users want to interact more directly with DinnerNow in this specific situation. An antecedent suitable for countering this uncertainty is control, since the reports of the users indicate that they want to alter the default recommendation process. Thus, increasing the control of the users in this specific situation should counter this uncertainty.
The users' uncertainty about the applicability of opinions posted on Internet portals shows that they question the information resources used by the recommender system. The antecedent associated with this is information accuracy. To alleviate this uncertainty, the user should be able to see how well the information resources match his needs or even supply own resources (Table 3) .
Having identified one antecedent per uncertainty provides the foundation for initiating concrete measures in system development to alleviate those uncertainties, starting with deducting additional functional requirements.
Functional requirements for DinnerNow HT
In the third step of our process, the antecedents identified before are used to deduct functional requirements for DinnerNow HT. For the three antecedents at hand, this process is very straightforward, also given that DinnerNow only covers a small context and has few points of interaction.
In the previous section, we assumed that the user needs a better understanding of how the recommendation was found in order to trust its quality. As the main functionality of DinnerNow is to create a restaurant recommendation based on contextual factors, especially the user's and his company's preferences, this process needs to be made easier to follow. One way of explaining to the layman user how the system came up with its recommendation is to inform him about the degree to which his individual preferences were considered when finding the recommendation. The functional requirement covering this would be that R1. To better understand how the recommendation was generated, the user can view details on how his preferences are integrated into the recommendation process when viewing the search results.
To reassure the user that he is in control of the system, he needs to be able to influence the recommendation process if he is not satisfied with the recommendation. One possibility to achieve this is to give the user access to the ordered list of recommendations created by DinnerNow. Instead of being forced to follow the list as it is and click through it on an item by item basis, the listing of the recommendations enables the user to quickly check and alter the result. It has to be possible for him to review the complete list of recommendations and optionally also make changes (i.e., re-order the list). The functional requirement covering this is that R2. To improve control over DinnerNow, the user has the option to browse the list of recommendationssorted by DinnerNow-and change the sort order once the recommendation is generated.
To resolve the uncertainty whether the information accurately matches the user's need, we found that the user should be able to integrate trusted sources of information into the recommender system and see if he is satisfied with the outcome when viewing the results of his search. While there are multiple choices for ''trusted sources,'' we have chosen to allow the integration of personal friends' recommendations as this nicely reflects the social nature of the recommender system [38] . The ''fit'' is made explicit by displaying the information from this trusted source along with the system's recommendation. We deducted two functional requirements for DinnerNow HT from this R3. To improve information accuracy, the user is able to integrate his friends' ratings as an input to generate the recommendation. R4. To demonstrate the information accuracy, the user's friends' ratings are made explicit when presenting a recommendation. 
Deriving trust-supporting design elements
During the final step of our process, design elements are derived from the functional requirements we just deducted. As we focus on the user's perception of trustworthiness, we limit our description to those elements appearing in the graphical user interface and do not go into detail about the ''invisible'' changes to the recommendation engine. An overview over the DinnerNow HT search and result screens is shown in Fig. 4 . We realized the first requirement by adding another button labeled ''Fit'' to the result screen (Fig. 4, TSDE1) . Clicking this button takes the user to another screen that shows in detail to what degree the recommended restaurant meets the preferences he chose on the search screen. We decided to put this information on a different screen that has to be requested by the user, in order to allow the user to choose whether he would like to see the details of the recommendation fit or not.
To fulfill the second requirement, we added another button labeled ''Self Selection'' to the result screen (Fig. 4,  TSDE2) . By clicking this button, the user can review the complete list of restaurants as sorted by DinnerNow and change the order by clicking on the respective column in the list header. We placed this option to choose an entirely different restaurant at the bottom of the result screen, as it is only needed when the user is completely dissatisfied with the results by DinnerNow.
The third requirement is approached by offering the user to include ratings by his friends in addition to general customer ratings from Internet portals when specifying the search options (Fig. 4, TSDE3 ). For the current prototype, we decided to summarize the latter in one option instead of listing different portals.
Lastly, we exchanged the general ''customer rating'' information for ratings specific to the user's friends to fulfill the fourth requirement (Fig. 4, TSDE4) . The label ''Friends' Ratings'' makes it obvious to the user that the information is based on what his friends think rather than on what conclusion strangers might have drawn.
Evaluation of DinnerNow
After successfully applying our process to derive TSDEs from behavioral theories and integrating them into a sociotechnical ubiquitous system, the actual impact of the TSDEs on potential users needs to be evaluated. This is a necessary step to show that the use of TSDEs derived by this process leads to a higher trust in the overall system.
For our study, 166 subjects were divided into two groups. Each group was assigned one of the two versions of DinnerNow-without being told whether they were using the LT or HT version-and asked to complete predefined tasks and document the results achieved. After having experienced DinnerNow, subjects were asked to fill out a questionnaire consisting of 7-point Likert scales capturing the items necessary for the evaluation. Of the 166 questionnaires collected, 143 could be used for further analysis and 23 had to be discarded due to statistical inconsistencies in the answers given. DinnerNow without TSDEs (DinnerNow LT) was evaluated by 75 subjects; the other 68 subjects evaluated DinnerNow including the TSDEs (DinnerNow HT). Table 4 summarizes the change in perception for the antecedents we aimed to influence with TSDEs-understandability, control and information accuracy-as well as the change in the users' trust in the DinnerNow recommender system. Answers on the questionnaire were given using a seven-point scale in the Likert response format (1 = strongly agree, 7 = strongly disagree).
The results of the evaluation show that the average assessment of all the variables tested improves. For all variables, this improvement is significant, except for the control antecedent. Values for control are extremely high in both the LT and the HT version of DinnerNow. We consider two possible explanations: Either the closed experimental design we have chosen hinders the correct measurement of the perceived control a user has over the system or the users overestimated their control over the prototype. In line with the latter explanation is the observation how careless many users treat private and personal information in their daily routine with ''social'' services like Facebook or Twitter [39] .
Still, the other two antecedents directly addressed in DinnerNow HT, understandability and information accuracy, significantly improved due to the integration of the TSDEs. Finally, the users' trust in DinnerNow improves significantly with the inclusion of the TSDEs.
Discussion and conclusion
In this article, we argued for the importance of integrating insights into behavioral theories into the system development process in order to improve the end user's trust in the resulting system. To facilitate this integration effort, we propose a process based on the theoretical foundation of trust in automation, which covers the trust relationship between a user and an automated system. The process consists of four key activities, creating a path from behavioral trust theory to concrete system design elements. Thus, the task of improving trust is broken down into smaller subtasks that can be handled more systematically.
Using our process, we were able to derive four TSDEs for improving the trustworthiness of our prototypical implementation of a ubiquitous recommender system. The evaluation of prototypes that either contain or do not contain these TSDEs shows that incorporating them resulted in an increase of both end users' trust in the system. Hence, our research shows that the behavioral theory of trust in automation can be applied to a system development setting. It can be integrated well into the software development process, bridging the gap between the understanding of trust in computer science, often focused on security aspects or authentication, and the trust concept in the behavioral sciences, mostly concerned with human perceptions, assessments and assumptions concerning computer systems. As we were able to replicate the successful use of our process using one of our other applications-a mobile multimodal learning game-and two applications of other research groups-a mobile and context-aware event organizer and an ubiquitous social conference guide-we conclude that the overall approach is well suited for adoption and further research. However, there are a couple of limitations to our research that need to be addressed.
For our evaluation, we chose a laboratory-based experimental setting, as the complexity of the recommender system barred more sophisticated evaluation settings, for example, a real-life prototype for a city. The question arises whether our test subjects really behaved similar to such a real-life evaluation and whether their perceptions are comparable to what they would have experienced when using DinnerNow outside of our closed setup. On the positive side, this type of evaluation helped to directly influence the course of events during the evaluation. This allowed us to both pretest an earlier version of similar TSDEs and directly modify the prototype without our subjects noticing this and hence not tampering with their perceptions [40] .
Also, in our evaluation, the median level of trust rose by about one third of a point on the Likert scale. However, the significance of this change is on a low level. While this is not optimal, further analysis of the data available using a related theory of technology acceptance found in [16, 41] indicates that addressing more uncertainties (i.e., include more TSDEs) than the three we limited our study would lead to a more significant change in trust.
In the description of our proposed process to derive TSDEs, instructions on how exactly to find matching antecedents, to deduct functional requirements from them and how to design system features to support trust are still vague. This problem is well known in computer science, as both requirements engineering-especially elicitation and analysis-and system design share this problem of a creative process that is hard to fit into the framing of a method [6] . However, unlike existing approaches, where designs are proposed based on implicit assumptions about uncertainties, antecedents to resolve those and functional requirements mapping the antecedents to functions, our approach makes the whole process explicit and the respective decisions both comprehensible and traceable. As a result, ineffective TSDEs are not discarded without the chance of learning from them, and the design process can be traced back and intermediate decisions be revised.
Both from the limitations of our current work and the vast body of knowledge concerning the handling of trust in computer science, a couple of aspects for further research arise. Three major fields for further research are (1) to determine the applicability of our process for the development of a wider variety of ubiquitous applications, (2) tracking the effect of TSDEs over a longer usage period (i.e., track the effects of the TSDEs after the users have grown accustomed to the system) and (3) formalizing the behavioral trust concepts to be able to model and reason about trust computationally. Additionally, a compilation of TSDEs that have proven successful in evaluations could serve as the foundation of a line of trust-related design patterns that render creating trustworthy systems even simpler. In general, the aim of future research should be to open up behavioral insights into a wider audience, for example, by including them into CASE tools for modeling and analyzing trust requirements for novel ubiquitous systems.
